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I. Introduction

The broad goal of the Fish and Wildlife Branch of the

B.C. Ministry of Environment is "to provide sustained·

benefits for the present and future generations of

British Columbians through the management and protection of

the fish and wildlife resources." One of the ways that this

goal is achieved is through the operation of referral systems

with other government agencies. By such systems, Fish and

Wildlife staff provide recommendations on various proposed

activities and developments to prevent or reduce their

adverse effects on fish and wildlife. Because the Fish and

Wildlife Branch does not have direct control over most fish

and wildlife habitat, the referral systems are essential for

achievement of the Branch goal. The recommendations that the

Fish and Wildlife Branch provide may be incorporated as

legally binding conditions in permits issued by other

government agencies, or may be used to guide the planning and

operation of developments. The value of the referral systems

is that they allow Branch input before the development

proceeds, rather than "after-the-fact" management of

impacts.

Referral systems are continually evolving. There have

been two earlier reports on the involvement of the Fish and

Wildlife Branch in referral systems, one in 1975 and one in

1979. The legislation governing the referral systems and the

structure of the government agencies involved in the process

have changed since the two earlier reports were produced, and

modifications are still under review. Over the last few

years, the legislative requirements for the referral of

applications to the Fish and Wildlife Branch has virtually

been eliminated, as has the Branch's legal right to appeal

issuance of certain permits. Protocol agreements and

government policy statements have increasingly come into use

as the basis for interagency referrals, and guidelines are

being used more often to facilitate the referral processes.
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The Fish and Wildlife Branch receives over 13,000

referrals each year. The handling of these referrals may

range from the simple shuffling of a piece of paper to an

investigation of several months for a particularly

contentious issue. Referrals presently occupy the greatest

part of tile time and effort of the Habitat Management Section

of the Fish and Wildlife Branch. The Fish and Wildlife

Branch has been regionalized for a number of years, and most

referrals are processed entirely at the regional level by

Fish and Wildlife Biologists and Technicians. The regional

Fish and Wildlife offices are not structurally part of the

Fish and Wildlife Branch per se, but belong to the Ministry

of Environment Regional Operations Division (see Figure 2).

This report refers to both the Fish and wildlife Branch and

regional Fish and Wildlife operations.

It should be noted that most government agencies have

overlapping jurisdictions. Therefore, Fish and Wildlife

may receive a number of referrals for one proposed

development. For example, referrals for a coal mine would

include not just Ministry of Energy, Mines, and Petroleum

Resources referrals, but also applications for water licences

and waste permits, and perhaps forestry free-use permits.

The purpose of this report is to describe the mechanics

of the referral systems and the type and volume of referrals.

Recommendations to improve the system are provided. The

number of referrals received is subdivided in this report

into eight regions, reflecting the past structure. As of

August 12, 1983, the number of regions in the Ministry of

Environment have been reduced from eight to five: the

Northern Region, the South Central Region, the Kootenay

Region, the Lower Mainland Region, and the Vancouver Island

and Coastal Region.
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It is very difficult to accurately pin-point the number

of referrals Fish and Wildlife receives, so the figures given

represent an estimate of average annual referrals received in

the general time period from 1981 to 1983. In the past,

annual fluctuations have been minor. However, the recession

of 1983 has resulted in a reduction of the number of

referrals, and so is not representative of the usual

workload.
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Figure 2. Reporting Lines of Ministry of Environment

Agencies Involved in Referrals with Fish and

Wildlife.
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II. Ministry of Environment Referrals

a) Waste Management

i) REFERRALS:

1) Waste Management Permits

The referral of applications for Waste Management

permits to Fish and Wildlife is discretionary. Unlike

the old Pollution Control Act (1967), the Waste

Management Act (1982) does not require referrals to the

Fish and Wildlife Branch. However, the Ministry of

Environment Procedure Manual states that "a copy of an

application is to be distributed to certain agencies that

could have concern about the proposed discharge (s), II and

copies of all applications are distributed to Fish and

Wildlife regional offices. The Fish and Wildlife Branch

no longer has the legislated right to appeal the issuance

of permits, but may recommend that a permit not be

issued. If a conflict occurs between Fish and Wildlife

and Waste Management recommendations, it is referred to

the Regional Director of the Ministry of Environment for

resolution. However, the final decision on Whether to

issue a permit is made by the Regional Waste Managers or

the Director of the Waste Management Branch. Fish and

Wildlife receives notification of permit issuances or

application refusals.

The referrals are routed as follows:
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Applicant

J
Waste Management

!
Fish & wildlife

Regional Offices

Recommendations

(3D-Day Lead Time

- Extension Optional)

Director or

Regional waste Manager

Permi

Issued

ermit

Refused

Fish and Wildlife handles all applications at the

regional level. There is a 3D-day limit for responses,

but this may be extended on request. Fish and Wildlife

headquarters only becomes involved in contentious

issues.

In the 1981/82 fiscal year, Waste Management

received 362 applications for permits and

247 applications for permit amendments, a total of 609

applications. Of these, 68% were issued as permits and

80% as amendments. The time required for a permit to be

issued averages 5-6 months. The approximate numbers of

applications handled by Fish and Wildlife regional

offices annually are as follows:

."
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-

Reg ion Numbers

-

I Vancouver Island 70

II Lower Mainland 110

III Thompson-Nicola 60

IV Kootenay 70

V Cariboo 30

VI Skeena 80

VII Omineca-Peace 120

VIII Okanagan 60

TOTAL 600

2) Waste Management Approvals

The Waste Management ~ (Section 9) allows regional

managers to issue approvals for non-recurrent discharges

of waste for periods of 12 mon~hs or less, without a

permit. Approvals for activities such as dumping of hog

fuel and discharge of industrial waste can have very

serious impacts. The Regional Waste Management Engineers

usually contact Fish and Wildlife staff by telephone

about those applications for approvals which may be of

concern to Fish and Wildlife. Approvals can be issued

within one week, if there are no complications. About

150 approvals are issued a year.

i i) PROBLEMS:

1. The final decision on the issuance of permits and

approvals and on permit conditions is left to the

discretion of the Regional Waste Managers and the
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Director of the Waste Management Branch. Fish and

Wildlife has no legal recourse to appeal decisions,

although any conflicts may be elevated to the level

of the Regional Director for resolution.

2. Enforcement of permit conditions is poor. It has

been estimated that 60% of the permitted operations

in British Columbia are not in compliance with their

permits.

3. The Waste Management Branch incorporates into certain

permits a standard clause on bear nuisance which

states, "The subject discharge is one that is of

concern because of the possibility of a nuisance or

hazard being caused by bears or other animals

attacted to the site. Additional works may be

required or other operating instructions may be

issued by the Regional Waste Manager if such problems

arise." This represents an after-the-fact solution

which, if a problem develops, generally results in

the killing of bears conditioned to feeding on

garbage.

4. There is often disagreement between Waste Management

personnel in headquarters and in region.

iii) SUCCESSES:

1. Waste Management usually incorporates Fish and

Wildlife's recommendations in its permits.

2. There is an established route to resolve

conflicts.

3. Many regions now require incineration of garbage

at all remote camps, thus reducing bear/garbage

problems~
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iv) RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. All applications for approvals should be referred

to Fish and Wildlife.

2. There should be greater regionalization of

decision-making in Waste Management.

3. To reduce the number of referrals, no

applications for discharges to the air should be

referred to Fish and Wildlife.

4. To prevent the attraction of bears to garbage,

appropriate measures, such as site location,

incineration, or operating instructions, should

be taken prior to operation of the dump, before

problems develop.

b) Water Management Referrals

i) REFERRALS:

i) Water Management Licences

The Water Act does not require that the Fish and

Wildlife Branch be notified of applications for water

licences; the Branch is no longer permitted to file an

objection to the granting of applications. However,

Water Management does refer all water licence

applications to the Fish and Wildlife regional offices.

The Ministry of Environment Procedure Manual specifies

the weekly referral of all water licence applications to

Fish and Wildlife regional offices as a standard

referral. Any conflicts between regional Fish and

Wildlife and regional Water Management may be referred to

the Regional Dir~ctor of the Ministry of Environment for
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resolution. However, it is the Comptroller of the water

Management Branch or the Regional Water Managers who have

final authority on whether or not to issue a licence.

Fish and wildlife receives notification of licence

issuances or application refusals.

The referrals are routed as follows:

Applicant

1
Water Recorder

t
Water Management

1
Fish & wildlife

Regional Offices

Recommendations

(30-Day Lead Time)

Comptroller or

Regional Water

Issued Refused

The Fish and wildlife Branch handles all

applications at the regional level. There is a 30-day

limit for responses. Fish and Wildlife headquarters only

becomes involved in contentious issues and in

applications for major hydro developments.

Fish and wildlife recommends that a water licence

application be refused only if an important fish resource
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is involved and if low flows are already a problem, or if

the alteration of a significant part of the stream is.
involved. Fish and Wildlife does not normally object to

domestic licences, because domestic withdrawals usually

are given priority. However, objections may be made to

applications for domestic and small irrigation licences

if an alternate source of water is available.

In the 1981/82 fiscal year, the Water Management

Branch received 1,751 applications for water licences and

issued 1,297 licences and 577 amendments. As of March

31, 1982, there were about 35,000 existing water

licences. The approximate numbers of applications

received by Fish and Wildlife regional offices annually

a re as follows:

Region Numbers

I Vancouver Island 250

II Lower Mainland 250

III Thompson-Nicola 200

IV Kootenay 300

V Cariboo 100

VI Skeena 100

VII Onineca-Peace 250

VIII Okanagan 300

TOTAL 1,750

..
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2) Water Management Approvals

Section 7 of the Water Act states that the

Comptroller or Regional Water Manager may issue approvals

for the non-recurrent use of water for a period not

exceeding 6 months. In the 1981/82 fiscal year, a total

of 680 approvals we~e issued. The majority of approvals

are for placer mining, but approvals also cover bridges,

culverts, pipeline crossings, channelization projects,

stream diversions, and bank protection works.

The Fish and wildlife Branch is consulted on

approvals if the use of water is likely to affect fish

and wildlife habitat. The consultation is usually by

telephone, although a formal referral system (on paper)

is used in some regions. Approvals are handled entirely

at the regional level. The time limit for responses

varies from immediate to 20 days. Fish and Wildlife

may recommend an approval not be granted, but the final

decision is that of the Regional Water Manager or

Comptroller, subject to discussion with the Regional

Director.

3) Flood Control Work

A referral system was established in 1975 to allow

the Fish and Wildlife Branch a means of input at an early

stage in flood control work. About 60 proposals for

dredging, rip-rapping and dyking are received each year,

and their routing is as follows:

Water Management Branch

1
Fish and Wildlife

(
Regional Offices

1
Water Management' Branch

Liaison

Water Management
)

Field Staff
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Not all flood control proposals are referred. The

response time for these referrals is variable.

4) Hydrometric Stations

Another referral system was established on July 15,

1976, in connection with the installation of water

recording stations. The Surface Water Section of the

Water Management Branch notifies Fish and Wildlife Branch

headquarters of new and continuing hydrometric stations,

and requests input on proposed discontinuation of any

station. Fish and Wildlife Branch headquarters then

notifies the regional offices.

ii) PROBLEMS:

1. The final decision on the issuance of licences and

approvals and on licence conditions is left to the

discretion of the Regional Water Managers and the

Comptroller. Fish and Wildlife has no legal recourse

to appeal decisions, although any conflicts may be

elevated to the level of the Regional Director for

resolution.

2. The Water Act is not adequately enforced or policed.

Water withdrawal by licence holders is not monitored,

making enforcement difficult. The Water Management

Branch seems to have an unwritten policy not to

prosecute, except as a last resort.

3. The time limit allowed for response to water

approval applications and flood control work is often

insufficient.

4. Referrals for flood control work are sometimes

received after the work has been completed.

5. In some regions, Water Management does not require

approvals for some works that could have major impacts.
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6. The descriptions of diversion structures on existing

licences are often too general. Licence holders have

rebuilt diversion structures resulting in destruction

of fish habitat which, due to the vague wording on

their licences, are within their legal rights to

build. Water Management has been reluctant to make

the conditions of original licences more specific

when licence holders apply for changes of works.

iii) SUCCESSES:

1. Cooperation between Water Management staff and Fish

and Wildlife staff in some regions is very good.

2. Fish and Wildlife has usually been successful in the

incorporation of their recommendations that instream

work be done at the least sensitive period and that

various mitigative measures be used.

3. The Water Management Branch has published a leaflet

entitled "Information on procedures dealing with

applications for water licences." It states, "When a

stream becomes endangered because of withdrawal of

wa te r" ••• the Branch wi 11 ••• "ta ke seve ral cou rses of

action such as (a) the stream is considered fully

recorded except for small domestic licences~ (b)

licences cannot be issued unless supporting storage

is provided during the freshet period~ (c) the stream

is noted as fully recorded~ or (d) restrictive

clauses are placed in the licence relating to minimum

flows for the preservation of fish life." The

fishery clause states, "The diversion of water

authorized under this licence may be restricted or

prohibited at any time by an order in writing of the

Engineer for the Water District in order to

maintain a minimum flow in the stream for the

preservation-of fish life."
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vii} RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. The response time for water approval applications and

flood control work should be increased, ie., there

should be earlier notification of Fish and Wildlife.

2. There should be greater regionalization of Water

Management.

c} Pesticide Control Branch Referrals

i} REFERRALS:

I} Pesticide Permits

Pesticides are regulated by the Pesticide Control

Act. This Act (Section l4) establishes a Pesticide

Control Committee to review applications referred to it

by the administrator appointed under the Act. The

committee, chaired by the administrator, consists of

representatives from the ministries responsible for the

administration of agriculture, environment, forests and

health, and includes a representative from the federal

Environmental Protection Service. A Fish and Wildlife

Branch staff member has been appointed to the committee.

Not all the applications are referred to the Fish and

Wildlife Branch, such as those for urban uses and for

structural pest problems. The Fish and Wildlife Branch

may recommend that a permit not be issued, but the final

decision is that of the administrator. Generally, Fish

and Wildlife Branch objections are upheld. The Fish and

Wildlife Branch receives copies of the permits for which

applications were originally referred.

,.
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Applications are routed as follows:

Applicant

t
Administrator

Pesticide Control Branch

1
Pesticide Control Committee
- Fish and Wildlife~< ~) Fish & Wildlife

Branch Headquarters Reg ional Off ices

Recommendations

C3-Week Response Time)

Administrator

Pesticide Control Branch

~.
Perml t Perml t

Issued Refused

Unlike the other referral systems, Fish and Wildlife

Branch involvement in the pesticide referral system is

almost totally restricted to h~adquarters, due to the

specialized expertise required. However, regional staff

may be involved in site inspections as required. In the

1981/82 fiscal year, the Pesticide Control Branch issued

350 use permits, as well as other types of permits.

Generally, the Fish and Wildlife Branch processes from

300 to 400 applications per year, the majority between

November and June. The response time for each

application is 3 weeks and it generally takes about 6

weeks for a permit to be processed by the Pesticide

Control Branch. Field inspections are undertaken on

10% of the applications. Fish and Wildlife headquarters
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staff spend 1 1/2 person-months on field inspections, and

the regional offices together spend about 1 person

month.

i i) PROBLEMS:

1. As this referral system is based at headquarters in

Victoria, the mobility and the manpower available

(1.0 man-years) to field inspect many of the

treatments is limited.

2. Three-year permits make it difficult for Fish and

Wildlife staff to field-inspect regularly.

3. Some permit holders are violating their permit

conditions by failing to contact Fish and Wildlife

prior to treatment.

iii) SUCCESSES:

1. In general, Fish and Wildlife Branch recommendations

are incorporated into pesticide use permits, which

are legal documents under the ~_s.ticide CO..ll.t--!,ol Act.•

The Branch is the only member of the Pesticide

Control Committee that advises the chairman on inland

fisheries and wildlife issues.

iv) RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. A location map should be included with the permit.
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III. Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources

Referrals

i) REFERRALS:

All 11inistry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum

Resources referrals are discretionary. However, a large

number of applications to this Ministry are referred to

the Fish and Wildlife. An attempt was made in one region

to streamline the referral system by encouraging Ministry

of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources staff to pre

screen mining referrals which would not have a

significant environmental impact. However, this was not

found to be effective.

a) Energy

Major energy projects are certified through the Energy

Review process initiated by the Utilities Commission Act.

These projects include all transmission lines, pipelines,

trans-shipment or storage facilities, electricity generation

and energy use facilities larger than a certain level. All

such projects must receive an Ener9Y Project certificate.

Fish and Wildlife input into the Energy Review Process

is coordinated through the Energy Project Coordinating

Committee (EPCC). A representative of the Ministry of

Environment Planning and Assessment Branch sits on the EPCC,

and the Ministry of Environment is also represented on the

Environment/Resource/Land Use WOrking Committee, one of three

committees which assist the EPCC. The Ministry of

Environment may also participate in Utilities Commission

Hearings. The final decision on the issuance of the

appropriate certificates for energy projects is made by the

Cabinet.

,
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Routing of referrals is as follows:

Applicant

!
Minister of Energy, Mines

and Petroleum Resources

1
B.C. Utilities Commission

1
Energy Project Coordinating Committee

Ministry of Environment Representative

Environment/Resource/

Land Use Working

Committee Chairperson

1
Fish & Wildlife

Environmtnt/Resourcel

Land Use Chairperson

~
E.P.C.C.

1
B.C.U.C.

t
Cablnet

Certificate(s)

Issued

Certificate(s)

Refused

The Planning and Assessment Branch usually contacts Fish

and Wildlife regional offices directly. Upon request from

the regional offices, Fish and Wildlife headquarters may also

become involved in the review of certain energy projects and

may sit on various Environment/Resource/Land Use Working

Committees. Some regions may receive 2-3 energy referrals a

year. I"
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b) Coal Mines

In 1982, there were 5 operating coal mines in

British Columbia. Plans for new large-scale coal

developments must be accompanied by a four-stage

environmental impact assessment, under the Guidelines for

Coal Development adopted by the Environment and Land Use

Committee in 1976. Fish and Wildlife receives copies of all

the coal mines submissions under the Coal Guidelines Review

Process and forwards recommendations to the Ministry of

Environment representative (fram the Planning and Assessment

Branch) on the Coal Guidelines Steering Committee. Less than

10 new coal mines or expansions enter the review process each

year. These submissions are reviewed primarily in the Fish

and Wildlife regional offices, with advisory assistance from

headquarters. The major coal fields in British Columbia are

located on Vancouver Island and in the Southeast and

northeast areas of the Province.

Fish and Wildlife also receives all applications for

reclamation programs for coal exploration and coal mining

projects. A Fish and Wildlife Branch representative from

headquarters sits on the Reclamation Advisory Committee, a

body established by the recent Mines Act to make

recommendations on the approval of programs for reclamation

and protection. Four regional sub-committees assist the

Victoria-based Reclamation Advisory Committee. In 1982,

about 5 reclamation permits for coal mines and about 40

reclamation permits for coal exploration were issued. All

coal exploration and mining projects which will result in

significant disturbance require a reclamation permit. Under

the new Mines Act, permits can be issued in a minimum of

2 1/2 months. Routing is as follows:
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Chief Inspector Fish and Wildlife

Regional Offices

..~
Llalson

~
Fish and Wildlife

Headqua rte rs

t
Reclamation

Advisory Committee (R.A.C.)

t
Chief Inspector

~nister of
Energy, Mines and

penn:~~it
Issued Refused

An informal system exists whereby notices of lease and

notices or work on coal licences (7-8 forms) are referred to

the Fish and Wildlife regional offices. The notices of lease

are for information only. The notices of work, however,

often lead to an on-site inspection, with recommendations

made by Fish and Wildlife staff to the Mineral Resources

Division or to the applicant. In 1982, over 200 coal

licences were issued, and 2 coal leases. Routing is as

follows:
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Mineral Resources Division

J
Fish and Wildlife Regional Offices

No Concerns

~
No Answer

c) Metal Mines

oncerns

~
Mineral Resources Division

In 1982, there were nearly 50 operating metal mines in

British Columbia. The referral systems for metal mines are

similar to those for coal mines. Proposals for major metal

mines must be accompanied by an environmental impact

assessment under the Procedures for Obtaining Approval of

Metal Mine Development, developed by the Ministry of Energy,

Mines and Petroleum Resources in 1979. Fish and Wildlife

receives copies of all the metal mines submissions under the

Metal Mines Guidelines Process and forwards recommendations

to the Ministry of Environment representative on the Metal

Mines Steering Committee (MMSC). About 5 new metal mines

enter the review process each year. Fish and Wildlife

regional offices are responsible for reviewing the reports,

with advisory assistance from headquarters. Fish and

Wildlife may also input recommendations through their

representative on the Minesite Technical Committee, as the

chairman of this Committee sits on the MMSC. As for coal

mines, Fish and Wildlife provides recommendations on

reclamation permits for metal mines through the Fish and

Wildlife representative on the Reclamation Advisory

Committee. In 1982 reclamation permits were issued for 50

metal mines and 250 mineral exploration activities. Notices

of lease and notices of work on mineral properties (10-11

forms) are normally referred to the Fish and Wildlife

regional offices.

."
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d) Placer Mines

Certain areas of the province were designated in 1975 as

placer land under the Mining (Placer) Act, and placer

locations can only be staked within such designated areas.

The Mineral Titles Branch refers applications to designate

new placer land to Fish and Wildlife for recommendations on

whether to designate land, but the final decision on

designation of new placer land is at the discretion of the

Chief Gold Commissioner. In 1982, over 15 requests to

designate new placer land were made to the Chief Gold

Commissioner.

Within designated areas, miners must apply for placer

leases. There were about 1,100 placer operations in 1981,

and about 10,000 placer titles in total have been issued in

British Columbia. Standardized operating conditions are

incorporated into the placer lease, and these are based on

colour-code guidelines which were developed in 1975 for

fisheries protection. Many of the streams in designated

placer lands have been colour-coded by Fish and Wildlife, in

cooperation with the federal Department of Fisheries and

Oceans. Applications for placer leases on streams which have

not been colour-coded are forwarded to Fish and wildlife for

coding. Routing is as follows:
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Applicant

1
Chief Gold Commissioner

Placer Lease,

with colour code conditons

coded

consultation

colour

1
Fish & Wildlife Federal

Regional Offices Fisheries

(30 days lead

time) 1
Chief Gold Commissioner

1
Placer lease, with

colour code conditions

Stream notcodedStream

Processing of placer mining referrals is done entirely

at the regional level. In 1982, the Chief Gold Commissioner

issued 1,322 placer leases.

e) Petroleum and Gas

All petroleum and gas applications are sent to Fish and

Wildlife regional offices as follows:
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Applicant

Petroleum Resources

Branch

Ministry of Forests

Ministry of ForestsPetroleum Resources

Branch

~.
Appll.cant

Fish and Wildlife

Offices

Fish and Wildlife responses to petroleum and gas

applications are often made verbally. The Ministry of

Forests, which is involved when the applicants apply for Free

Use Permits, often incorporate Fish and Wildlife Branch

recommendations into the conditions of the Free Use Permit.

The Petroleum Resources Branch refers those applications they

judge to be contentious to the Fish and Wildlife Branch.

The referral load is very much dependent on the economy.

In the northeastern part of the Prov~nce Where most of the

natural gas and petroleum activity is concentrated, the

Ft. St. John Fish and Wildlife regional office handled 500

petroleum referrals in 1981, but only 110 in 1983.

f) Total Referrals

Approximate numbers of referrals received by Fish and

Wildlife regional offices annually are:

,
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Coal Mining Metal Mining Placer Natural

Reg ion & Explora- & Explora- Mining Gas &

tion tion Petroleum

I Vancouver Island 20 50 10 20

II Lower Mainland -- 50 10 --
III Thompson-Nicola 1 100 30 --
IV Kootenay 20 500 100 10 ..

V Cariboo -- 100 550 --
VI Skeena 10 40 120 --
VII Ornineca-Peace 50 30 120 300

VIII Okanagan 2 45 60 --

Total 103 915 1,000 330

i i) PROBLEMS:

1. The lHnistry of Energy, Mines, and Petroleum

Resources does not support recommendations made by

Fish and Wildlife which w~ll prevent mining

activities in any part of the province. Four times

since 1976, Fish and Wildlife has advised the

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources to

alter its decision on a major issue. However, in

each case, this advice was ultimately rejected.

2. The time limit allowed for comments is often

insufficient. This is particularly true of oil and

petroleum companies, who may ask for comments on two

days' notice. In these instances, Fish and Wildlife

would like to provide input at the planning stage.

,.

....
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3. Information on applications is not always adequate.

Maps submitted in reference to mineral exploration

are of poor quality.

4. A large number of referrals (up to 75% in some

regions) are received after the work has started.

5. Enforcement by Ministry of Energy, Mines and

Petroleum Resources staff of environmental standards

is not always adequate.

iii) SUCCESSES:

1. Since the establishment of colour-coding for streams

within designated placer areas, problems regarding

placer mining have declined somewhat.

2. Fish and Wildlife staff is meeting directly with the

proponent to resolve fish and wildlife concerns far

more often.

iv) RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. The Cariboo-omineca Placer Coordination

Subcommittee, which was dissolved in 1983, should be

re-established. It was very effective in resolving

problems with placer mining.
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IV Ministry of Forests Referrals

i) REFERRALS:

Ministry of Forests legislation includes the

Ministry of Forests Act, the Forest Act, and the Range

Act. The system for Ministry of Forests referrals is

based on informal agreements, not on legislative

requirements. However, the Ministry of Forests ~

(Section 4(c)) does state that one of the purposes and

functions of the Ministry is to:

"plan the use of the forest and range

resources of the Crown , so that the

production of timber and forage, the

harvesting of timber, the grazing of

livestock and the realization of fisheries,

wildlife, water, outdoor recreation and other

natural resource values are coordinated and

integrated, in consultation and cooperation

with other ministries and agencies of the

Crown and with the private sector."

The Ministry of Enviroment has an interagency

agreement with the Ministry of Forests and the Federal

Department of Fisheries and Oceans to resolve resource

management conflicts. This agreement outlines a

hierarchical ranking of levels for conflict resolution,

starting at the region or area level and terminating at

the Deputy Minister level for the provincial agencies

and the Deputy Minister level for the Department of

Fisheries and Oceans, before independent external action

is taken.

..
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Routing of the referrals is as follows:.

liaison

Applicant

1
Ministry of Forest

Regions

1liaison

(variable)

Applicant Fish and Wildlife----Local Regional

Regional Offices Forest Officers

1
Ministry of Forests

Regional Manager

Penni t/Llcence

Issued

Penni t/Licence

Denied

Fish and Wildlife processes all applications

entirely at the regional level. Ministry of Forests

referrals include applications for the following:

forest licences, timber sale licences, timber licences,

tree farm licences, free use pennits, road pennits, and

grazing pennits. The response time for these referrals

is variable, but it is usually about 30 days. All

regions receive S-year development plans for forest and

tree farm licences to identify any concerns with cut

blocks. However, referrals of applications for cutting

permits vary with each region. Vancouver Island and the

Lower Mainland do not receive any applications for

cutting permits (unless they vary from the S-year plan),

whereas the Cariboo and the Kootenay regions receive all

such applications. The Thompson, Okanagan and Skeena

regions have priori zed their watersheds and cutting

permit applications are requested only for high-priority
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areas. Omineca-Peace also ~ay request individual

cutting permit applications after identifying the key

problems from the 5-year plans.

In 1973-74, a folio system was established as a

planning technique which would replace, in part, many of

the referrals. Folios are an overview of known bio

physical resources in the area. In some regions, folios

have allowed better resource planning. However, in

other regions, limited manpower to provide detailed

input has reduced the effectiveness of the folio system.

The amount of detail and time required for each folio

varies greatly among the regions. Vancouver Island

averages one folio a year, whereas Ornineca-Peace

averages 50. Folios are almost too general to be of

use.

Figures are available for certain Ministry of

Forests permits and licences. In the 1982/83 fiscal

year, the Ministry of Forests issued 1,885 grazing

permits, 118 grazing licences, 78 hay cutting permits

and 45 hay cutting licences. The number of tenures as

of March 31, 1982 included 34.tree farm licences, 37

farm woodlot licences, 272 timber sale harvesting

licences, and 4,078 timber licences.

Approximate numbers of applications handled by Fish

and Wildlife regional offices annually are as follows:

.""
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Region Numbers

I Vancouver Island 750

II Lower Mainland 250

III Thompson-Nicola 300

IV Kootenay 450

V Cariboo 500

VI Skeena 950

VII Omin~ca-Peace 550

VIII Okanagan 250

TOTAL 4,000

Lu/dbJr.7
Initially the Ministry of Forests set the Allowable/)..d. 'fiiJ7.
Annual Cuts (AAC) too high, limiting its ~ ~.

jurisdiction to implement some of Fish and

Wildlife's recommendations .. Forest companies are

fined for failure to meet their quota, which is

based on AAC.

2. Feedback from the Ministry of Forests regarding the

degree of incorporation of Fish and Wildlife

recommendations is variable, depending upon the

Ministry of Forests Regional Manager. Occasionally,

recommendations are not passed on to the company.

Monitoring all operations is virtually impossible

with present Fish and Wildlife manpower.

3. Enforcement of environmental standards by Ministry

of Forests personnel is often inadequate. Budget
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cuts have severely restricted Ministry of Forests

field inspections.

4. Information on the fish and wildlife resources

affected by the forest operations is often lacking.

s. Maintenance of access roads is sometimes poor, with

problems resulting from inadequate grading

operations, replacement with too small culverts, and

the like.

6. During the 1983 recession, the forest industry has

pressured government agencies to relax environmental

standards greatly with the result that local forest

officers are bending many rules.

7. Due to insect infestations and poor prices for

timber, many reserve blocks are being logged before

Fish and Wildlife criteria for regeneration of

adjacent areas has been met.

iii) SUCCESSES:

1. There is a very good working relationship between

Fish and Wildlife staff and the Ministry of Forests

staff in most regions.

2. Programs to initiate selective logging by fallers

have been effective in maintaining wildlife

habitat.

3. Certain areas can be designated as "Environmentally

Sensitive Areas," and harvesting techniques modified

to protect the values which would be affected •

.'
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V Ministry of Lands, Parks and Housing Referrals

i) REFERRALS:

The Land ~ does not require that input from other

agencies be requested before leases are granted.

However, a referral system based on Ministry of Lands,

Parks and Housing policies and procedures provides for

input from other agencies.

Applications are routed as follows:

Applicant

1
District Lands Manager Rejected

(Reviews and inspects within

Lands Division framework)

j Not Rejected

Fish and Wildlife Regional Office

(15/30 day lead time)

1
District Lands Manager

(Writes report including Fish

and Wildlife comments)

. 1
Reglonal Lands Manager

Lea~~ase
Issued Denied

Applications for forestry practices, such as log

dumping, storage and booming, which use the estuarine or

marine foreshore, are formally reviewed under the

Coastal Log Handling Application Guidelines. These
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guidelines provide for input from agencies such as Fish

and Wildlife during the application review process.

Land Act referrals include applications for land

leases, such as recreational, agricultural, commercial

and industrial, and foreshore leases, such as

recreational, commercial and log storage. These

referrals are usually processed at the regional level.

The response time for these referrals varies from 15 to

30 days.

In the 15-month period from January 1, 1981 to

March 31, 1982, Ministry of Lands, Parks and Housing

Regional Operations Division made 2,343 dispositions of

new Crown land, of which the majority were for

industrial, residential, and recreational uses. As of

March 31, 1982, 1,492 grazing leases were administered

in the province.

The approximate numbers of applications received by

Fish and Wildlife regional offices annually are:

Region Numbers

I Vancouver Island 190

II Lower Mainland 200

III Thompson-Nicola 165

IV Kootenay 200

V Cariboo 225

VI Skeena 180

VII Ornineca-Peace 400

VIII Okanagan 140

TOTAL 1,700

..
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ii) PROBLEMS:

1. Fish and Wildlife recommendations are often not

incorporated into leases or lease renewals. Some

regions have had to negotiate separate agreements

with the lease holders regarding environmental

protection provisions.

2. The Lands Division does not enforce its own Act or

ensure that leasees are abiding by the conditions of

their leases.

3. In many regions, there is a lack of feedback

regarding incorporation of Fish and Wildlife

recommendations into leases. The amount of feedback

depends upon the individual District Lands Manager.

4. Applications often lack sufficient information and

maps often are poor.

5. The deletion of a number of district positions in

the Lands Division will result in delays and less

efficient processing of applications.

iii) SUCCESSES:

1. The subregional and deferred area planning processes

have been successful, especially in restricting

residential/recreational sales to planned areas.

2. In the Cariboo, Habitat Protection staff refer to

the "Policy Handbook Concerning Referrals from the

Land Management Branch that Affect the Fish and

Widlife Resource" (Technical Report HP-76-2). This

system eliminates the routine applications and thus

allows more time for high priority referrals.
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VI Ministry of Transporation and Highways

i) REFERRALS:

The Highways Act does not require the Ministry of

Transportation and Highways to request input from other

agencies prior to development, or prior to issuing

permits. Although the referral system is informal, it

is fairly well established. Routing is as follows:

Highways Planning Branch

1
Highways Engineering Division

Fish and

Headquarters

Fish and Wildlife

Offices

Fish

Headquarters

~
Highways Engineering Division

L
Highways Construction Branch

Headquarters processes some of the major referrals

received by them (2-S/year). The regional offices

receive most referrals directly from the Ministry of

Transportation and Highways. The usual lead time is

10 days, but it might extend to 30 days in some regions.

Several regions handle the referrals informally at

meetings or through on-site inspections with Ministry

staff. If the regions and the Highways Engineering

Division cannot agree on recommendations made for a
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3. Lead time to respond to Ministry of Transportation

and Highways' referrals is usually insufficient.

4. The information on the applications is not always

sufficient to allow comments without discussion

with the surveyor and designer.

5. The Ministry of Transportation and Highways fails to

obtain water approvals for many projects.

6. There are problems in obtaining contractors'

compliance with the contract documents'

environmental specifications.

7. There is limited legai recourse if the developer

clears the restrictive covenant.

iii) SUCCESSES:

1. The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is

becoming more environmentally concerned. There is

an Environmental Coordinator on the Ministry staff.

2. The Highways Design and Surveys Branch and the

Highways Bridge Branch are forwarding monthly status

reports on new and ongoing projects to Fish and

Wildlife headquarters for distribution to regional

offices.

iv) RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Fish and Wildlife should be involved at the early

planning stages of road construction.

2. The Fish and Widlife Branch should be given

sufficient lead time to comment - at least 30 days
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for minor projects and three months for major

projects.

3. Applications should provide more detailed

information.

4. The Highways Liaison Committee should be re

established at the level of the Assistant Deputy

Ministers.
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VII B.C. Hydro and Power Authority Referrals

i) REFERRALS:

The B.C. Hydro and Power Authority ~ does not

require referrals to be sent to other agencies.

However, a referral process does exist and these

referrals are processed entirely at the regional level.

Referrals deal mostly with transmission lines and

pipelines, and occasionally microwave towers and dam

reconstruction. Major referrals are handled through the

Energy Review Process, under the auspices of the

l1inistry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources.

The approximate numbers of applications received by

Fish and Wildlife regional offices annually are:

Reg ion Numbers

I Vancouver Island 10

II Lower Hainland 10

III Thompson-Nicola 10

IV Kootenay 10

V Cariboo 2

VI Skeena 2

VII omineca-Peace 2

VIII Okanagan 10

TOTAL 56
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VIII Local Government Referrals

i) REFERRALS:

Regional districts and municipalities often send

referrals to Fish and Wildlife regional offices. These

referrals are mostly on an informal basis, and in some

cases are not well developed, or are developed in only

one region. For example, in the Lower Mainland, well

established referral systems are in existence for most

of the municipalities in the region. The majority of

these referrals consist of subdivision applications, but

they also involve storm-water management, community

planning for road, water and sewage systems, and parks.

In the Skeena region, on the other hand, there are few

local government referrals.

Approximate numbers of referrals received by Fish

and Wildlife regional offices annualy are as follows:

Reg ion Numbers
,

I Vancouver Island 100

II Lowe r rota in 1and 300

III Thompson-Nicola 100

IV Kootenay 225

V Cariboo 20

VI Skeena 10

VII Onineca-Peace 20

VIII Okanagan 25

TOTAL 800

. .
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IX Other Referrals

Fish and Wildlife receives referrals from a number of

other organizations. These include the three major

railways: B.C.R., C.P.R. and C.N.R. Referrals for C.N.R.

are forwarded to the Fish and Wildlife regional offices

through the Environmental Protection Service of the Federal

Department of Fisheries and OCeans. E.P.S. forwards over 50

of the referrals a year and coordinates the response to

C.N.R. Fish and Wildlife regions have a three-week lead time

to send their responses to E.P.S.

Fish and wildlife regional offices also receive

referrals under the Navigable Waters Protection Act via the

Planning and Assessment Branch. Fish and wildlife responds

directly to the federal Ministry of Transport on these. In

the Lower Hainland, for example, nearly 50 such referrals

were received in 1982.
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Planning can be a useful tool in habitat management

through the identificaton and priorization of sensitive or

important areas. Deferred Area Planning has been used

successfully in many regions. However, most habitat

management activities are reactive in nature. Planning

exercises are often too general or insufficiently analytical

to substitute for the site-specific input necessary on a

project-by-project basis.

One promising method to reduce the referral load is the

use of interagency committees. The Technical Planning ~ ~

Committees, which no longer function, allowed face-to-face

negotiations about requirements for various referrals. The

had the advantages of speed, coordinated effort, and

flexibility. In some regions, Fish and Wildlife

representatives meet regularly with Waste Management and

Water Management personnel to discuss referrals of mutual

interest, and to provide a single, coordinated response to

the referring agencies. This practice should continue, and <
consideration should be given to the establishment of

interministerial committees.

The failure to monitor the effect of Fish and Wildlife's

recommendations is a serious omission in the evaluation of

the referral system. Therefore, it is recommended that an

in-depth evaluation of the effectiveness of Fish and Wildlife

involvement in the referral syste~s be undertaken. A

significant number of referrals should be analysed to

determine if Fish and Wildlife's recommendations were

incorporated in the final permit and, if so, if the

recommendations were followed in the field. An indication of

the costs of following or of ignoring Fish and Wildlife's

recommendations should also be provided.

, .
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habitat affected. Interagency committees would be a useful

supplement to the referral systems, and their establishment

should be encouraged.

The referral system could be improved by:

i) greater consideration and implementation of Fish and

wi ld life recommendations,

ii) enforcement by other agencies of their Acts,

iii) better quality information on the application forms,

iv) more inventory information on fish and wildlife

resources,

v) adequate lead time for response by Fish and Wildlife

staff.

Finally, it is recommended that a detailed evaluation of

Fish and Wildlife's involvement in the referral system be

undertaken. The Habitat Management Section in Victoria

intends to initiate such an evaluation, based on "spot

checking" of typical referrals, during 1984.

I,


